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IT Security Interviews Exposed: Secrets to Landing Your Next Information Security JobJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
It's not a job. It's THE job, and here's how to get it.
   What does your ideal IT security job look like? What will prospective employers expect you to know? What affects how they view you and your skills? What if you haven't had much experience? What if you're not 30 anymore?   

   Here's the crash course in how to...
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Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living: Surviving with Nothing But Your Bare Hands and What You Find in the WoodsUlysses Press, 2008
Forget reality TV stunts like eating bugs, the Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living provides in-depth instructions and step-by-step photos of real survival skills--exactly what one needs to stay alive in the woods. The book first covers immediate needs like starting a fire, erecting temporary shelter, and finding food. Then it goes beyond other...
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China’s Urban Construction Land Development: The State, Market, and Peasantry in ActionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book examines the nature and internal dynamics of China’s urban construction land (UCL) development, drawing insights from the recently developed theory of regional political ecology. Based on the author’s original research, it identifies two different types of UCL development in China, namely top-down, formal...
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Ionosphere and Applied Aspects of Radio Communication and RadarCRC Press, 2008
This book describes the main aspects of radio propagation due to different natural and manmade phenomena occurring in ionospheric plasma. It discusses the possibility of stable radio communication links based on local scattering at field-elongated plasma inhomogeneities including natural inhomogeneities as well as artificial inhomogeneities. The...
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Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User PsychologyApress, 2017

	Learn the psychological constrictions of attention, perception, memory, disposition, motivation, and social influence that determine whether customers will be receptive to your digital innovations.


	Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology fills a need for entrepreneurs, designers, and marketing...
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Drug Use for Grown-Ups: Chasing Liberty in the Land of FearPenguin Press, 2021

	“Hart’s argument that we need to drastically revise our current view of illegal drugs is both powerful and timely . . . when it comes to the legacy of this country’s war on drugs, we should all share his outrage.” —The New York Times Book Review

	

	From one of the world's...
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Second Life For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
You’ve heard all about Second Life. Maybe you’ve already jumped with both feet—and gotten stuck. Or maybe you’re a Second Life veteran who wants to build something or run a business. Fear not! Second Life For Dummies is hear to hold your hand, pat your back, and cheer you on through this new and enchanting reality....
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The Worst-Case Scenario Survival HandbookChronicle Books, 1999

	Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes. Sharks. Quicksand. Terrorists. The pilot of the plane blacks out and it's up to you to land the jet. What do you do? The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help: jam-packed with how-to, hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated instructions on everything you need to know...
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Random Walks and Diffusions on Graphs and Databases: An Introduction (Springer Series in Synergetics)Springer, 2011

	Most networks and databases that humans have to deal with contain large, albeit finite number of units. Their structure, for maintaining functional consistency of the components, is essentially not random and calls for a precise quantitative description of relations between nodes (or data units) and all network components. This book is an...
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A Guide to Kernel Exploitation: Attacking the CoreSyngress Publishing, 2010

	The number of security countermeasures against user-land exploitation is on the rise. Because of this, kernel exploitation is becoming much more popular among exploit writers and attackers. Playing with the heart of the operating system can be a dangerous game: This book covers the theoretical techniques and approaches needed to develop...
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In a Pure Muslim Land: Shi'ism between Pakistan and the Middle East (Islamic Civilization and Muslim Networks)The University of North Carolina Press, 2019

	Centering Pakistan in a story of transnational Islam stretching from South Asia to the Middle East, Simon Wolfgang Fuchs offers the first in-depth ethnographic history of the intellectual production of Shi'is and their religious competitors in this "Land of the Pure." The notion of Pakistan as the pinnacle of modern global...
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Literary Representations of “Mainlanders” in Taiwan (Routledge Research on Taiwan Series)Routledge, 2020

	
		This book examines literary representations of mainlander identity articulated by Taiwan’s second-generation mainlander writers, who share the common feature of emotional ambivalence between Taiwan and China.

	
		Closely analyzing literary narratives of Chinese civil war migrants and their descendants in Taiwan, a...
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